Intracranial spread of Merkel cell carcinoma through intact skull.
We report an unusual case of Merkel cell carcinoma presenting as a frontal scalp mass with apparent invasion into underlying brain parenchyma through grossly intact calvaria. Despite wide local excision, craniectomy, intracranial tumor resection, and postoperative adjuvant irradiation, widespread systemic metastases resistant to chemotherapy developed, and the patient died 9 months after surgery. This case report confirms that Merkel cell carcinoma of the head and neck, already known to be an aggressive tumor, has the capacity for rapid intracranial extension. We propose that in this case, the mechanism of intracranial metastasis was via communicating veins rather than through bone destruction or systemic metastasis. Appropriate preoperative imaging should be carried out to define the extent of this tumor when it is adjacent to the skull. We found contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging to be superior to computed tomography for defining soft tissue extent and marrow space involvement within underlying bone.